Selection of firms for providing Digital Education Content & Videos under Samagra Shiksha
Corrigendum #2: Summary of Costs
FORM FIN 2

We are desirous of submitting our bid for Component (Pl. tick whichever is appropriate):
A (6 to 8)

B (9 to 10)

C (11)

D (12)

Sl.

No. of
positi
ons

Role

1

Project Manager

E (Competitive
Exams)

Remuneration
per month (Rs.)

Total
Amount
(Rs.)

1
Total Amount (in INR, number)
Total Amount (in INR, words)
Video Description

Sl.
No.

Type of Video

(Indicative volume of
videos likely to be
required)

No. of Videos
(Figure
provided only
for the purpose
of bidding)

1

2

3

4

2

https://www.youtube.c
Video with 3D model, and
om/watch?v=HKEA4p
voice over (10%)
5k66U

1

3

https://www.youtube.c
Basic animation in video
om/watch?v=98with voice over (30%)
6WfdumZY

1

4

https://www.youtube.c
Experiment Demo –
om/watch?v=FJBPNJ
simple (10%)
R2QJU

1

5

https://www.youtube.c
Experiment Demo – with
om/watch?v=F2KHaU
graphics (15%)
jNHos

1

6

https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=G9ppi40 Teacher in video, using
0xpM&t=769s&ab_ch Tablet (20%)
annel=MarvelClasses

1

7

https://www.youtube.c
2D animated video with
om/watch?v=OBdNuZ
detail (15%)
Vl5E0

1

Cost per
Script + One
Minute of
Video (Rs.)

Total Cost (Rs.)

5

6=4X5

Total Amount (in INR, number)
Total Amount (in INR, words)

The quote provided above will be subject to the following terms and conditions:
1. The cost quoted in Col. 5 above, will be for a video of one minute duration only. The total cost per video
will be arrived at based on the final length of the video accepted by the Authority. For videos that are
in fractions of a minute, the cost will be pro-rated.
2. For evaluation of Financial Bid, the total cost, i.e. the sum of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 will be considered.
3. The payment to a bidder will be based on the number of videos of each kind finally submitted after
approval by the Authority.
4. The number of videos is shown as ‘1’ in Column 4 above. This is to obtain the per-unit cost of the
videos that the bidders will be developing. The actual number of videos that will be developed will be
arrived at through discussion and as per the final requirements of the Authority. There will be no upper
cap on the number of videos that the Authority may require.
5. In case one final video has multiple types of animations/ video sub-types that need to be used, the total
payment for the video will be based on the pro-rated costs of the duration of each of the sub-types, as
per the rates quoted above. For this, the bidder will adhere to a template prescribed by the Authority
(to be shared with the bidder to whom the project is awarded).
6. To make like comparisons across bidders, the following process will be adopted while evaluating the
Financial Bids:
a. Evaluation will be done separately for each component.
b. To arrive at the total cost for each component, the cost of the Project Manager shall be added to
the other costs quoted for the given component.
c.

All bids received against each component will be evaluated in the same way.

7. However, the Total Amount quoted by the bidder (Across all components bid for; and the cost of Project
manager combined) should equal the total fee quoted under Form Fin-1.
8. In case additional work is to be given to the bidders, the same can be done on a “per Script + One
minute of video” basis. The cost of the Project Manager will be pro-rated to the period of extra work as
decided by the Authority.
9. While the firm is free to quote the average price rate for different categories, the Authority reserves the
right to seek clarifications in case variations in the above rate, over the various categories, are beyond
explicable limits or are not seen to be in line with market rates.
10. The Authority may, at its discretion permit an escalation in the per unit cost annually, at not more than
10% of the costs quoted in the table (Col. 6) above. This escalation shall be permitted only in case of
additional work allocated in subsequent years. This escalation will not be permitted for spill over delays
in video creation attributable to the bidder.

Non-Evaluated Parameter:
Storage Cost of Hard Drives
Sl.

Capacity (GB)

1

2

3

TOTAL in words

Brand/ Make

Rate (Incl. of GST)

Total Amount (Rs.)

Note: Bidders will use as many drives as required for sharing the RAW files with the Authority. The above costs
will be on actuals and reimbursed on submission of bills. In case of rates provided that are not in line with
market rates, the bidders will be called for negotiation with the Authority.

Signature:
Name & Designation of Signatory:

Selection of firms for providing Digital Education Content & Videos under Samagra Shiksha
Corrigendum #3: Project Duration
The project duration shall be five years, extendable in one year terms from year 1 to year 2 and so on based
on the performance of the bidders.

